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Making Cantilever Wing Spars D



URING THE summer of 1967, two Piel "Emeraude" wing spars were built by Vern Glass and myself, using a jig and procedure which 1 shall describe here for the benefit of others who might wonder how to go about this part of the task of building a wooden cantilever wing. The basic procedure was first to make a good, accurate workbench, then attach to its working surface suitable locating blocks for some curved stringers against which the spar material could be clamped and



glued to accurate shape. The spar was made of upper and lower "booms" or internal beams, separated by vertical spacer blocks and the whole boxed in with plywood faces. The bench top was made of %-in. commercial grade plywood, ripped into 2 x 8-ft. strips. Legs made of 2 x 2-in. material were set at 4-ft. intervals. One-by-three-inch material was used for crosspieces, diagonals and stringers to tie things together rigidly and support the plywood against flexing. Enough weights were added under the bench to make a rigid and steady work support of it. The general setup is shown in a drawing accompanying this piece. Use was made of a length of plastic tube filled with colored water to level this bench longitudinally, while a carpenter's level served the same purpose laterally. We used shims under the legs to level up the table, but if we were doing it again we'd consider it worthwhile to make and use adjusting brackets and bolts as shown in the workbench sketch, because of the greater ease of obtaining and holding the kind of fine adjustment wanted. We used a tight wire as a straightedge from which to lay down an accurate reference line on the bench top.



surface took care of trueness of the spar in regard to warpage, and care in plotting took care of accurate wing dihedral. You can't end up accurate if you don't start out accurate!



Taking care to make sure that the table saw was set accurately for perfect 90-degree cutoffs, we made a supply of jig blocks which are numbered "1" in the sketch. These we attached to the bench surface with wood screws and just enough glue to add rigidity, for later it would be desirable to be able to knock them off without doing much harm to the workbench's surface. These blocks were made of dry, clear wood as was the clamp stringer, numbered ''2" in the sketch. The jig blocks were located as close as eight inches apart at points of maximum bend in the booms, and farther apart elsewhere as common sense dictated. We took much care to make sure the working faces of the clamp stringers were accurately aligned over the spar drawing lines on the surface of the bench. The bench ready, we began actual work on the booms by machinedressing to required dimensions
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enough aircraft-grade Sitka spruce for the several laminations. We left between Vs and V4-in. surplus material along the edges of the strips where the glue would squeeze out, to allow for cleaning up the surfaces with a plane after the glue had



set. We wanted fresh, clean woodto-wood contact at every glued joint, hence our care to clean oozed glue off completely not merely by wiping but by planing off the glue-impregnated surfaces. To get the required lengths for the booms in the "Emeraude" wing, we spliced pieces of spruce together using long-slope scarf joints. The splicing was done by laying the wood on the aforementioned reference line to get the two pieces straight before gluing. Several small nails were used in each scarf joint to prevent shifting of the wood as pressure was applied. We used clamping boards, similar to those visible in Fig. 8. Wax paper was used under the work to keep oozed glue from sticking it to the bench. Every time we used wax paper we were very careful to remove all traces of wax, lestt it weaken later glue joints or interfere with adhesion of -varnish. Fig. 1



We found that a fine-pointed



felt marking pen was excellent for making legible and durable lines on the plywood. Working from this reference line, we plotted the shape of the spar on the surface of the



bench. The accuracy of the bench';; 26
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Fig. 1



shows two splices before being clamped, and Fig. 2 gives an overall view of the workbench and splicing operation.



We learned that the critical factor in making laminated parts of this size is glue-setting time. It is necessary to study up on the pot-life characteristics of the glue being used.



On a big job there could be so many laminations and glue lines that a quick-setting ,glue would leave insufficient time to get everything put together and clamped before the glue began to set. The glue we used was an epoxy type — H. B. Fuller's Resiweld No. 7004 — mixed to the "rigid ratio" of two measures of part A to one measure of part B. This particular glue sets slowly, affords good wood penetration and, due to the slow setting, parts could be shuffled as necessary when fitting laminations together before tightening the clamps. Little pressure is required with this glue but, close-fitting joints are desirable. We clamped every four inches on the average except for some places where backing boards were used to disr tribute the pressure.



er edges; on this particular design the tapering is done with a plane



after the booms have been glued, and that is what is going on in Fig. 4 — one of the booms has been set up on temporary horses to hold it in position for this operation. To assemble the spars: we found it expedient to remove the clamping stringer and jig blocks used to make the lower booms, leaving only the upper stringer on the bench. This made it possible to clamp the upper boom to the jig to maintain alignment, but to move the lower boom back and forth as needed to facilitate also the fitting of the numerous separator blocks between the two booms. During this assembly work we worked from the center of the spars out to the tips. Lorxg pipe clamps were used to pull the lower boom into correct position as each separator block was fitted. One such joint is shown in Fig. 5. Reliable gluing



We left our booms on the jig for



Fig. 2



several days to allow the glue to cure thoroughly. Upon removal we dressed off the surplus wood from their sides with a plane. A power plane is shown in Fig. 4, but we



When all needed laminate strips were ready, assembly of the booms



began.



Fig. 3 shows the lower boom



Fig. 5



depends on maintaining whatever minimum air temperature may be specified on the container. In our case, we maintained the shop temperature at 70-degrees F. while the booms were being glued. When



working on smaller joints during spar assembly, we allowed overall shop temperature to vary between



Fig. 4



Fig. 3



clamped to the clamping stringer on the workbench. We found it necessary to use several pieces of wood on top of the work to hold the laminations down against tendency to slide and lift as the pressure was applied and glue began to flow.



found a hand plane was adequate



for most of the work. We laid the upper and lower booms on the workbench close together and laid a straight-edge across them at many locations to check parallelism of their side faces. This was important as plywood webs would later fit against the faces. Some of the laminations



have ends which taper off into feath-



50 and 60 degrees F. depending on the weather, and maintained local temperature in the vicinity of joints at between 85 and 105 degrees F.



by erecting cardboard hoods as in Fig. 6 and directing into them the warm air from an electric heater. The surface of the workbench served to line up the booms and separator blocks on their lower surfaces. When all assembly work had been finished we found slight irregularities in thickness on the top surface. We used fairly coarse wood rasps to take down the higher points (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Pressure was applied by lengths of %-inch commercial plywood cut a



few inches wider



than the spar.



Matching holes were drilled through these pieces and into the bench top. Long bolts with plywood washers and wing nuts were used to pull things together. Fig. 8 shows one



Fig. 6
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after which the whole surface was cleaned and trued up using a very sharp hand plane set for a fine cut. The plywood web pieces were applied in several sections as determined by raw material length. Backing strips were used where plywood joints did not come over separator blocks. We used enough nails to hold the plywood sections in place



against slipping when being glued and clamped. A web piece ready to go on is shown in Fig. 7, with nails



Fig. 8



of these setups; do not be confused by the spar to the upper right of it which happened to be there when the picture was taken — the plywood pressure plate has a level resting on it.



When all web sections had been glued to one side of the spar, the



spar was removed and surplus plywood dressed from the edges. The spar was then reversed end for end and positioned against the gluing stringer with open side up. We drilled ventilation holes as called for in the plans and applied finish to the inside surfaces of the spar taking care not to get any of it on the wood faces still to be glued. On the bottom sides of each piece of web plywood we drew in outlines of the booms, spacer blocks, etc., and carefully applied finish to the non-glued areas only. At this point we had the spars inspected by a Department of Transport aviation agent and approved for closing up. Fig. 9 shows Vern Glass' spar completed and the author's ready for the closing up. In summing up, we are happy to say that we encountered no particular difficulties and both spars turned out to be accurate. Vern's spar was slightly heavier than mine only because it was intentionally made several millimeters wider; the weights were 52.5 and 55.5 Ibs. The total amount of labor per spar, including jig construction, turned out to be 200 hours, which does not include time spent beforehand by Vern in building and leveling the work bench. ®



Fig. 9



Fig. 7



started and end-beveled to fit accurately against the plywood already in place. Each piece of web plywood was cut a little wider than the spar, the surplus being trimmed off after gluing. 28
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Wing Design - Size 
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Wing Size and Landing Distance 
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laminated spars 
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different components working together to form a cohesive unit. We'll show how the spar goes together and how the vari- ous components work together to take.
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